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ESM holds webinar on Consistency in Safety 
Compliance for Junior Officers across India 

Thumb hurt while unhooking

Executive Ship Management, for the 
first time, held a webinar on Consistency 
in Safety Compliance for Junior Officers 
across India. Documenting the live - 
broadcast of the physical event held 
at Chennai and Cochin on the 16th and 
18th September 2019, the webinar was 
aired at other ESM zone offices and 
homes of seafarers. This initiative was 
in bid to reach out to a larger crowd 
those who were unable to attend the 
on-site event.

An integral part of ESM’s persistent efforts 
to continuously strengthen the ship-shore 
cooperation in driving Safety Compliance, this 
round of seminars witnessed the imparting of 
knowledge and shared experiences through 
engaging discussions, debates and case 

studies. Both seminars commenced with an 
opening dialogue by Ms Sikha Singh, Deputy 
CEO, Executive Group on the company’s ethos. 
She emphasized junior officers were the key 
pillars for the future growth of the Company 
and that feedback was necessary for continual 
improvement. The ESM shore team then 

** The monthly safety moment is collected 
from various sources associated with the 
Maritime industry for educational purpose 
and is not necessarily an actual incident from 
the ESM fleet.**

SAFETY MOMENT OF THE MONTH

A deck rating and a cadet were 
preparing the hose handling crane 
for the operation. The first step was 
to release the hook from its stowed 
position. The cadet was handling the 
securing strap on the crane’s hook 
while the deck rating lowered the crane 
block.

As the cadet began to remove the securing strap, 
rating noticed the crane wire getting too slack 
on its drum and immediately heaved up on the 

wire without informing the cadet. The hook 
moved suddenly upwards, with the cadet’s left 
thumb trapped between hook and the securing 
strap. Eventually, the victim’s thumb was severely 
crushed.

Lessons learned
• Safe crane operation is essentially a three 

person job. One for the crane controls, second 
one to work with the hook and strap and the 
third to signal to the crane operator.

proceeded with the maritime discussions. 

Crucial topics pertaining to the theme of the 
seminar namely the role of LSA/FFA in preventing 
incidents and observations in Port State Control, 
Navigational challenges, machinery maintenance 
as well as other industrial updates and regulations 
were presented and discussed. Speaking about 
the role of LSA/FFA in preventing incidents and 
observations in PSC, Captain Shiva Krishna, 
Senior HSEQA Superintendent, ESM Chennai, 
highlighted that a bad PSC performance can lead 

Continued on Page 5
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Letter of the Month 
As we write this newsletter, our Patna office has reported the heavy 
deluge and inclement weather engulfing various parts of the state thus 
closing the office as a safety measure for the employees. The question of 
the impact of change in environment and the climate change is no longer 
a debate but rather a foregone scientific conclusion. Citing the recently 
released climate report released by the United Nations Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), our Environment article once again 
reiterates it. 

Technology - the utilization of it is a big part of our organization’s culture. At the recently 
concluded Junior Officers’ seminar it was further highlighted as we connected many of our 
officers from different cities across India seamlessly through a livefeed for the very first 
time! The organizers of the seminar indeed deserve kudos for its success. We are happy 
to include a brief report of the seminar in this newsletter. Going forward, webinars will be 
part of the ESM seminars in order to enable more officers across the country to participate 
and learn simultaneously.

Health and wellbeing continues to remain in our focus, as we do not fail to remind our 
seafarers with an informative article each month. The impact of cholesterol in our health 
can’t be ignored or under mined while it needs to be addressed in an appropriate way. 
Our article which questions the belief of regular consumption of eggs leading to high 
cholesterol will provide you with new insight from the latest research carried out. 

In that respect, it is our pleasure to announce the latest winners of the Chief cook and 
Stewards contest across the fleet. We are happy to announce that our Filipino cooks 
and stewards of the will be included in the next quarter. In the meantime, our heartiest 
congratulations to Chief Cooks, Devendra Prasad from LR2 Pioneer and Laxmi Narayana 
Tai from LPG/C BOUGAINVILLE for clinching the top award. We do hope this will encourage 
the rest of the team to encourage healthy food, hygiene and overall wellbeing on board 
by our catering staff.

The month of October indeed heralds the year end festivities from Gandhi Jayanti to 
Navratri, Durga Puja, Dussehra, Diwali, Govardhan Puja and Bhai Dooj. Our best wishes 
to all readers on the respective occasions. We do hope our seafarers will make time to 
organize and enjoy the fun and happiness of sharing such festivities on board. Do write 
to us about it. 

Till next month, be safe, be happy and enjoy life,
Sikha Singh
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Guess you are all aware, there are 
scores of moving parts in motion in any 
engine, whether it is your family car’s 
engine or your Vessels main engine. The 
pistons move up and down in cylinders, 
crankshafts rotated, and gears spin 
around at top speed. Each of these 
parts, virtually brush against other 
components during movement and 
dissipate heat/energy due to friction, 
which in the long run slowly wears 
out components. Moving parts of a 
Vessel’s require constant lubrication 
to reduce friction between them. 
Most of the machines are lubricated 
cyclically from a sump where oil is 
stored & drained to. Moving parts use 
oil from this sump and after lubricating 
components, oil trickles/flows back to 
sump (Closed loop). This continuous 
usage of lubricating oil leads to the 
reduction of the oil lubricity quality over 
time, although we deploy centrifuge 
purification techniques to clean it.

Lubricating oil Contamination cycle 
As stated earlier, running of machinery causes 
some wear & tear along with grime, which in the 
long run results in greater wear & more grime. 
Running of machinery causes heat generation, 
there is also carbon residue generated by blow-
by, gas leakage, etc. Aforementioned factors and 
leakages lead to contamination of lubricating oil 
that cause loss of lubricity resulting in rapid wear 
of components. 

Sludge in Trunk Piston Engines: Source 
CIMAC: (International Council on Combustion 
Engines)
Typical sludge production rate is approximately 
70 mg/kWh, when burning Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) 
of 380cST viscosity. This means that a 500 kW 
Diesel engine produces about 0.035 kg sludge 
per hour or about 18 Kgs in 500 hrs. Marine 

Engines at low load running can generate higher 
sludge at 100- 200 mg/KWhr and the sludge 
deposited may be as much as 60 Kgs in 500 hrs. 

Imagine one litre of oil passing over more than 
100 components hundreds of times, collecting 
grime and worn particles. Purifying this oil 
continuously while the engine is running  will 
reduce chances of failure, as the impurities are 
dislodged. 

In the marine industry 80% of machinery failure 
incidents occur, simply due to poor management 
of lubricants. 

Clean Lubricating oil Guarantees efficient 
engine operation.  
Modern 4-stroke engines withstand higher 
pressure and temperatures and lesser Specific 
Fuel Oil consumptions (which reads as, lesser 
operating costs). These Engines have a very high 
requirement on the lubrication oil performance. 
Sludge produced as above must be removed from 
the lubricating oil system in order to safeguard 
adequate function of machinery.

In all engines, filters are provided for sludge 
removal, additionally purifiers are also provided,  
therefore we must utilize the entire process of 
filtration & purification for sludge removal.

Overflow versus batch purification

Overflow Purification 
When a diesel engine is in operation, to remove 
sludge and carbon caused by blow-by, running 
purifiers is a very efficient way to keep lubricating 
oil clean and effective. The Purifier takes suction 
from a lubricating oil overflow tank and pumps 
back the oil into the sump tank of the running 
diesel generator engine. The LO overflow to the 
overflow tank takes place from the sump tank 
after the sump tank is 75% to 80% full. This 
method ensures that the sump tank always has 

oil present. Such systems are provided in many 
modern vessels and can be utilized beneficially. 

Common excuses for not using the Overflow 
System 
1. Whole system will get contaminated, when

two or more generators are connected to
same system.

2. Vessel needs constant watchkeeping for
lubricating oil purification.

3. More running hours of purifiers will be
required, causing more maintenance needs.

Batch purification 
Purifier connected to LO sump tank at defined 
intervals, to transfer lubricating oil to settling 
tank and purifying with a throughput reduced to 
25% and maintaining 95 Deg C for purification. 

Think about Port stays and check how many of 
you are doing this on board your ships? Are you 
able to follow it sometimes or not at all?

The common lapses that occur with batch 
purification is given below 
{Are you allowing the following happen on board 
your Vessel?}  

1. Allowing the contaminants to rest in the
sump tank for extended periods.

2. Simply putting-off batch purification or not
doing it at all and relying entirely on 1500 hrs 
oil change. Do you understand consequences?

3. Do you comprehend, contamination
originating due to combustion by-products
remaining in sump tank.

4. Are you following meticulous monitoring and
following frequency of cleaning filters based
on quality of FO bunkered.

TECHNICAL NEWS

Merits and Demerits of Batch Purification and 
Overflow Purification of Lubricating Oil

Continued on Page 5
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Company recommendation on Contour Setting 
depth revised – Part 2

ESM has revised the Company’s 
recommendation on Contour Setting 
depth in ECDIS. The new recommendation, 
in line with publication NP 232 is as 
follows:
 
Safety Contour = Dynamic draft + Minimum Net 
UKC requirement – Height of tide

Shallow Contour = One Contour less than Safety 
Contour

Due to the receipt of numerous queries especially 
with regard to the lack of understand of use on 
tide in this calculation, the HSEQA team has 
provided an FAQ to assist and clarify any doubts 
raised. 

3.    There will be areas with variable or unknown 
tide. How much tide to apply in that case?

Now that we know, height of tide is being 
subtracted to reduce the safety margin and make 
the safety contour depth as precise as possible. 
However, there will be areas where OOW is not 
very sure about height of tide. Let us understand 
this with a similar situation as the previous 
example.

Say, Vessel is planning to call this port with tidal 
range between 3 to 5 meters.
Hence, OOW’s first attempt should be to know 
the exact tide and subtract that value to get 
precise safety contour depth. If he is not sure of 
exact tide, he will go to one extreme and apply 
either 3 or 5 meters and get following as safety 
contour depth at position X:

i) If he applies highest tide of 5 meters, the safety 
contour depth at Position “X” will be set at 5 
meters (Dynamic draft & net UKC requirement of 
10m – HOT of 5 m tide)

ii) If he applies lowest tide of 3 meters, the safety 
contour depth at Position “X” will be set at 7 
meters (Dynamic draft & net UKC requirement of 
10m – HOT of 3 m tide)

Now, setting of Safety Contour of 7 meters by 
taking lower of the tidal range , vessel will get 
the alarm when actual depth is 10 metre even 
at the lowest tide (7 m + 3 m HOT) , whereas by 

setting contour of 5 m using higher of the tidal 
range, if, inadvertently, ship transits this area 
during low tide, she will only get an alarm at 
actual depth of 8 metre (5m + 3m HOT), by which 
time, she will already have run aground.

What this ultimately means is that even when 
there is an uncertainty of depth, you have 
assumed it on the side of safety. 

OOW must keep in mind that subtracting tide 
is like eating up from safety margin. Hence, it 
should be applied but only if absolutely sure of. 

In Open Sea, as it is, precision of safety contour 
depth is not that important, hence, better to use 
lowest astronomical tide of the voyage. In port 
approaches, precision is definitely required to 
make best use of this alarm. Hence, in coastal 
waters/ restricted waters, etc., proper tide 
calculation to be done for time of transit and 
same to be subtracted. However, if there is any 
confusion about the height of tide at a port and 
it is not possible to ascertain the actual height 
of tide during vessel’s transit through that area, 
then the lesser height of tide should be used for 
the calculation of safety contour.

4. Why is shallow contour marked as one contour 
less than safety contour? Will OOW to change 
more frequently?

Yes, there is no doubt that OOW will need to 
change the shallow contour depth setting in 
ECDIS as and when the contour interval changes. 

But then, the shallow contour has been given 
separately in ECDIS from Safety contour for a 
purpose.

The concern is that whatever value we put, ECDIS 
takes nearest higher available contour in order to 
start showing the colour (to help identifying safe 
and unsafe depths at a glance) accordingly. 

For example, if any ENC has contours at 5m, 10m, 
15m depths, the Safety contour depth set at 8m, 
will automatically jump to 10m (Nearest higher 
value). If we set the shallow contour 7m or 6m, 
that will also jump to 10m. 

So, in most of the cases, safety and shallow 

contour will overlap. Then what is the benefit of 
having a feature of shallow contour? That is why 
the best use of shallow contour should be made 
by always checking on ENC and setting it with 
value of one contour less than safety contour 
value.

In above example, OOW should manually set the 
value of shallow contour as 5m so that safety 
contour’s light blue colour shows at 10 m contour 
and shallow contour dark blue colour shows at 5 
m contour on ENC.

If we leave shallow contour as Dynamic draft, the 
difference between Shallow and safety contour 
will mostly be so indistinguishable that both the 
contours will overlap with each other and will be 
of little practical benefit.

OOW should know that Shallow contour is a 
complete “NO Go Area”. OOW should plan 
action immediately after crossing safety contour 
and much before shallow contour. Reaching till 
shallow contour should mean Vessel is either 
aground or going to be running aground shortly. 

The contour depth intervals on different ENC can 
be 2m, 5m, 10m, etc. Hence, OOW should see that 
and set the shallow contour depth value as one 
less than safety contour depth setting.

ESM NEWS

**The following is the continuation to a two – part Article. The first part was published in the September 2019 edition of the Executive News 
Bulletin 2019. **
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5. Think about how degradation of lubricant 
occurs due to thermal load-stresses and blow-
by.  What are you doing about it?

Lubricating Oil purification by purifiers on a 
continuous basis, when the diesel engine is 
running, to remove sludge and carbon caused 
by blow-by, is a very efficient way to keep the 
lubricating oil clean and useful.

A few thoughts on additional measures to 
provide safe Overflow purification 
a. Install Moisture Monitors on Purifiers. 
b. Provide Sight Glass at inlet and outlet of 

engine to monitor proper flow. 
c. Install metal particle detectors. 

d. Vessels with Overflow purification can also 
have Siphon breakers so that contaminated 
oil is removed for purification from bottom of 
the sump. 

As sludge is continuously removed, engineers can 
observe the cleaning interval for fitted by-pass 
centrifugal filters can be postponed to opening at 
500 or even 750 hrs, in case of efficient overflow 
purification. 

If batch purification is used it is usual to have an 
accumulation of 5 mm of sludge that needs to be 
removed manually every 100 -200 hrs. 

Keep the Lubricating Oil plants clean & you will 

reap the harvest of minor breakdowns. 
Keep lubricating oil clean and reduce the chances 
of fouling and bearing damage. 
Keep the lubricant clean and reduce abrasive 
wear. 

Implement overflow purification if provided  
When the diesel engine is running, to remove 
sludge and carbon caused by blow-by, running 
lubricating oil purifiers on a continuous basis, is a 
very efficient way to keep the lubricating oil clean 
and useful. Such systems are provided in many 
modern vessels and can be put to use beneficially 

Clean lubricants ensure smooth and 
incident-free sailing. 

Continued from Page 3

TECHNICAL NEWS

to the revocation of an officer’s licence. He added 
briefing was being done regularly on correct LSA/
FFA maintenance to ensure overall preparedness. 

Significant case studies were used to underscore 
the importance of proper machinery maintenance. 
Mr Yogendra Yadav, Senior Technical 
Superintendent, ESM Singapore, encouraged 
officers who were unsure to get assistance or 
advice from seniors regarding maintenance so 
as to prevent damage and financial losses. In 
addressing navigational challenges with actual 
incidents from the maritime industry, Captain 
Sumit Bhagat, Manager, HSEQA, ESM Singapore, 
noted the human element had a huge role to 
play in vessel accidents. Officers were advised 
to remain alert, watch levels, avoid bold engine 
movements and practice situational awareness. 

Citing seafarer injury instances, speakers, Captain 
Rajeev Unnikrishnan, Senior Fleet Personnel 
Superintendent from Cochin and Captain 
Shridhar, HSEQA Superintendent, ESM Chennai, 

also stressed upon the importance of personal 
safety and hygiene at both seminars. Other 
pertinent discussions such as environmental 
management legislations addressed the Sulphur 
cap and new set of regulations expected to be in 
force on 01 January 2020.  

The seminar saw enthusiastic participation from 
officers in attendance. At the Cochin seminar, a 
debate was held where divided teams explored 
different safety, housekeeping or cosmetic 
hazards.  Attending the seminar for the first time 
in Chennai, Third Engineer Dass Deivasigamani, a 
seafarer who has been sailing with ESM for almost 
a decade, praised the company’s initiatives to 
reduce the gap between higher officials and junior 
officers. Echoing his sentiments, Fourth Engineer 
Bhanu Chander Akkum said, “Participating in 
this seminar has been a wonderful experience. It 
is a great learning opportunity.” At the Cochin 
seminar, Second Officer Karthik Mankuzhy 
Sureshkumar, SIMs alumni and a regular seminar 
attendee, commended the Company’s initiatives 

MAIN NEWS

Continued from Page 1
on improving seafarer’s knowledge of safety and 
the industry. 

Concluding the seminar series, Captain Ramesh 
Ramasamy, Chennai, and Captain Rajeev 
Unnikrishnan, conducted an open session on 
company updates and crew welfare practices. 
This was followed by a feedback session and a 
networking event between the shore and sailing 
staff at the respective dinner events. 

The two – day event, a resounding success, saw 
a total of 77 officers from different ranks onsite 
and 82 online.
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UN report signals devastation of seas and frozen 
regions 

A report released by the United 
Nations has warned that climate 
change is devastating the sea and 
frozen regions at an accelerated pace. 
In the study, researchers have found 
due to human exploitation of the 
planet, waters are getting warmer, 
causing ice to melt, sea levels to 
rise and affected species to move 
habitats. The report further indicates 
dire consequences for the years ahead 
if measures are not taken to limit its 
effects. 

The ocean covers 71 per cent of the Earth’s 
surface. It absorbs most of the excess heat 
produced by greenhouse gas emissions. However, 
as these emissions show no sign of being reduced, 
oceans are continually getting warmer due to 
climate change. An alarming report released by 
the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC), has confirmed climate 
change due to human exploitation is causing seas 
and frozen regions to rise and melt respectively 
at an accelerating pace. Compiled by more than 
100 authors from 36 nations, the report, released 
at a United Nations climate summit, urged 
immediate climate action while indicating a dire 
future ahead. 

The report examined in detail the impact of 
climate change from the depths of the ocean 
and the melting glaciers of the world’s highest 
mountains. Previously, sea water levels rose 
mainly due to thermal expansion where the 
volume of water expands when heated. Water 
levels have been steadily rising since the 1970s. 
However, in the last twenty-five years or so, 
it increased at a rapid pace, attributable to 
the melting of the ice sheet in Greenland and 
Antarctica. 

Accelerated melting of Antarctica, the report 
noted, could result in an irreversible thaw, 
unleashing more greenhouse gases such as 
methane into the environment. Melting of 
permafrost could also undermine mountainous 
infrastructures. This in fact, has already begun. 
In the most recent news, evacuations were 
ordered at the Italian side of Mont Blanc, the 
highest mountain in the Alps and in West 
Europe. This came after experts warned that a 
glacier could collapse due to climate change. It 
had been previously observed that mountains 
including the likes of Mount Everest, are going 
through a period of major change due to climate 
factors and were vulnerable. In this report, the 
projections were they will lose 80% of their ice 
by 2100 under a high carbon emissions scenario.

In a future with no meaningful action, rising 
greenhouse gases could push sea levels by 84cm 
by year 2100. If this continued, by 2300, sea levels 
could rise between 2.3m – 5.4m, thus flooding 
and making low-lying nations and coastal 
regions uninhabitable. Apart from that, scientists 
warned aggravated by rising sea levels, extreme 
high tides or storms could become annual events 
by 2100. In other findings, maximum catch of 
fish in the oceans were predicted to fall between 
20% - 24% due to factors such as over-fishing, 
pollution, loss of habitat and warming waters.

The Antarctic, Arctic and mountains may 
appear to be far away however, the impacts 
on these natural bodies will gradually be felt 
by individuals across the globe via loss of food 
security, prevalence of diseases, loss of coastal 
protection, impact on the global economy etc.  
While climate change cannot be reversed, there 
are ways to limit its effects on the environment. 
An example would be to expressly adhere to 
mitigation targets set by the Paris Agreement 
on climate change, such as keeping a global 
temperature rise this century well below 2 
degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. 
This however, can only happen if the gravity of 
climate change is truly understood on a global 
scale. 

ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS
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Dietary cholesterol does not increase stroke risks   

For decades, the consumption of 
eggs has been a highly controversial 
discussion due to their high cholesterol 
content. Scientists, nutritionists and 
dieticians have advised against eating 
too many eggs as it can result in an 
elevated risk of stroke as well as 
other medical problems. However, a 
new study conducted by researchers 
from the University of Finland states 
otherwise. A moderately high intake 
of dietary cholesterol commonly 
associated with the consumption of 
eggs is not associated with an elevated 
risk of stroke. This may thus change our 
nutritional beliefs and consumption 
habits in our respective diets.

Our body needs a certain amount of cholesterol 
to produce hormones, vitamin D, and for healthy 
digestion. Cholesterol is a fat-like substance 
carried through the blood by lipoproteins. 
However, too much can be detrimental to our 
health as high levels of cholesterol raises risk 
of heart disease or stroke. There are two types 
of cholesterol, dietary cholesterol and serum 
cholesterol. Dietary cholesterol is found in the 
food we eat, in animal – based products including 
meat, fish, eggs as well as poultry and dairy. 
Serum cholesterol is made up of high-density 
lipoprotein (HDL), the good cholesterol, and low-

density lipoprotein (LDL), the bad cholesterol. 
Some of this comes from the food we eat. 

Eggs are known to be one of the worst dietary 
cholesterol culprits. However, this has been 
contradicted in a number of studies.  Some studies 
have found an association between high dietary 
cholesterol intake and an increased risk of stroke, 
while others have associated the consumption 
of eggs with a reduced risk. For most, dietary 
cholesterol plays a small role in affecting serum 
cholesterol levels. However, for individuals who 
have apolipoprotein E phenotype 4 (ApoE4), 
a gene significantly impacting cholesterol 
metabolism, the effects of dietary cholesterol on 
serum cholesterol is greater. 

Researchers from the University of Eastern 
Finland however, have debunked this finding that 
neither dietary cholesterol nor egg consumption 
can be associated with the risk of stroke. This is 
also applicable to carriers of APOE4. To conduct 
this research, a previous study, the Kuopio 
Ischaemic Heart Disease Risk Factor Study, KIHD, 
conducted in between 1984-1989, was assessed. 

This study contained data of the dietary habits of 
1,950 men aged 42 – 60 years with no baseline 
of a cardiovascular disease. APOE data available 
for 1,015 men revealed that 32% were known 
carriers of APOE4. 

MIND YOUR BODY

In a follow up of 21 years, 217 men were 
diagnosed with stroke. However, the study 
found that this could not be associated with 
dietary cholesterol nor egg consumption 
even in APOE4 carriers. A single egg contains 
approximately 200mg of cholesterol. In the 
highest control group, the study participants 
had an average daily dietary cholesterol intake 
of 520 mg, consuming an average of one egg 
per day, thus that moderate cholesterol intake 
or daily egg consumption cannot be associated 
with the risk of stroke. 

While this study appears to be a great starting 
point for the examination of the effect of 
dietary cholesterol on serum cholesterol levels, 
it has to be verified with a larger population. 
Furthermore, it would be substantiated with 
people who have a pre-existing cardiovascular 
disease who have been advised to limit their 
intake of cholesterol and eggs.

Nevertheless, in today’s world, an egg a day 
does not increase your risk of a stroke, or any 
other type of cardiovascular disease. However, 
for good health and nutrition, it is advisable 
to eat everything in moderation, while having 
a varied diet. For those with diabetes or, 
diagnosed or at high risk of heart disease from 
smoking, no more than three eggs per week is 
advised. 



SAMUNDRA INSTITUTE OF MARITIME STUDIES (SIMS)
Graded A1 outstanding (Amongst top Maritime Institutes in India), obtained in the inspection conducted by the Government-

recognised independent body ClassNK, Japan (Nippon Kaiji Kyokai) – largest classification society in the world

COURSE NO. OF DAYS DATES

Electronic Chart Display & Information System 5 14 - 18

FFLB 2 03 - 04

EP (SR 6 D) 6   14 - 19 & 21 - 26

EP (JR 12 D) 12 09 - 22

MEMS 2 21 - 22

PEPFE 2 28 - 29

Promotional Assessment 1 07, 14, 21 & 28

ERS (OPE) 3 21 - 23

ERS (MGT) 5 14 - 19

FSCT (3 D) 3 4, 11, 15 & 29

COURSE NO. OF DAYS DATES

ECDIS - Furuno 2 On Request         

ECDIS Chartwolrd 2 On Request 

ECDIS JRC 1 On Request 

TRANSAS 2 On Request 

Bridge Team Management 5 On Request 

COURSE NO. OF DAYS DATES

ECDIS Simplified 1 On Request          

Risk Assessment 2 On Request 

Incident Investigation 2 On Request 

Maritime Resource Management (MRM) 4 On Request 

Port State Control & Oil Major Inspections (PSCOM) 2 On Request 

COURSE NO. OF DAYS DATES

ECDIS - Furuno 2 On Request

ECDIS JRC 1 On Request

Chartworld ECDIS 2 On Request

TRANSAS 2 On Request

ECDIS Simplified 1 On Request

Bridge Team Management 5 On Request

Risk Assessment 2 On Request

Incident Investigation 2 On Request

Port State Control & Oil Major Inspections 
(PSCOM)

2 On Request

Maritime Resource Management (MRM) 4 On Request

SIMS Mumbai Courses

SIMS Lonavala Courses SIMS Chadigarh - Value Added Courses

Sims Kochi - Value Added Courses

For Course Bookings, 
Please Contact:

 
Email for all courses: 

cto@executiveship.com

COURSE SCHEDULE – OCTOBER 2019 

COURSE NO. OF DAYS DATES

TRANSAS ECDIS 2 On Request

Chartworld ECDIS 2 On Request

ECDIS – Totem 2 On Request

"Turkish Strait - Dardanelles and 
Bosphorous (TSDB)"

2 On Request

ME Engine 2 On Request

Ice Navigation 2 On Request

Risk Assessment 0.5 On Request

Incident Investigation 1 On Request

Furuno ECDIS 2 On Request

ECDIS Simplified 1 On Request

DP Basic 5 On Request

DP Advanced 4 On Request

DP Maintenance 5 Every Monday

DP Awareness 2 On Request

Marine Electrical Practices (MEP) 5 On Request

Basic H2S (OPITO Approved) 0.5 On Request

Maritime Crew Resourse Management 5 On Request

TASCO 10 On Request

CHEMCO 10 On Request

BTOCT 6 On Request

Maritime Resource Management (MRM) 4 On Request

BTGT 5 On Request

Electronic Chart Display and Information 
System (ECDIS)

5 On Request

ERS-ML 5 On Request

ERS-OL 3 On Request

Free Fall Lifeboat (FFLB) 2 On Request

       

COURSE NO. OF DAYS DATES

Electronic Document Management System 1 On Request

Dynamics of Port State Control and Oil Major Inspections 2 On Request

MARPOL 1 7, 14, 21, 28

Critical Chemical Operation Briefing 0.5 9, 16, 23, 30

Bridge Team Management 5 07-12, 14-18, 21-25

BP-Bridge Team Management 5 07-12, 14-18, 21-25

Maritime Resource Management-S 5 14-18, 21-25

Enclosed Space Entry-Briefing 0.5(PM) On Request

Navigation Charts Corrections and Passage Planning 2 03-04, 17-38

Advanced Safety Training  on Chemical Tankers-Type 2 3 On Request

Operation And Maintenance of Framo Cargo Pumping System 3 On Request

"Advanced Training on Chemical Tanker 
Operations for Ratings (ATCT)"

5 On Request

"Advanced Training on Oil Tanker 
Operations for Ratings (ATOT)"

5 On Request

Integrated Safety Training for Ratings 5 07-12, 14-18, 21-25

Basic Tanker Operation Training 1.5 14-15, 21-22

Advanced Safety Training on Oil Tankers 3 On Request

Large Vessel Manoeuring (LVM) 2 On Request

PMT 1 On Request

ANST 1 12, 18, 25

JONSE 2 1, 15, 22

Familiarization & Safety Training on Chemical Tankers 3 On Request

Advance PSC/OM 0.5 On Request

GASCO 10 18

DG-SMS 5 03, 23

JRC – ECDIS 1 On Request

JRC – ECDIS (9201-C) 2 On Request

 ¾ The course will be held subject to meeting the minimum quorum. 
   

 ¾ Officers to confirm their attendance to the respective Field Office at least 1 week prior commencement of the course. 
 

 ¾ Officers once confirmed for the course shouldn’t cancel it except in emergency. Please intimate field office promptly. 

 ¾ Officers coming for the courses are required to maintain proper dress code (Smart formals with tie). 

 ¾ 1 Photograph wil be required for each course (T-shirt photo not accepted).
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Many Happy Returns to the following on their 
Birthdays during the month of October 2019!

CREW BIRTHDAYS

MST ARVIND SHARMA 8/10 ARISTODIMOS

MST SUJIT MAJUMDER 6/10 MARLIN SUEZ

MST ROMMEL RIVERA CABARON 23/10 BITUMEN EIKO

MST GYANENDRA BAHADUR SINGH 1/10 PIONEER EXPRESS

MST ASHWANI KUMAR NARAINDUTT SHARMA 22/10 GUNESHLI

MST NITISH BOSE 22/10 KAMOME VICTORIA

MST PURNENDU KUMAR JAGDEO RAJAN 26/10 MARLIN MARVEL

MST AMIT KUMAR 30/10 MARLIN MAJESTIC

MST ROMEO JR. MINOZA MANLAPAZ 4/10 NAVIOS SOUTHERN STAR

MST CHETAN VERMA 1/10 VICTOIRE

CO BAHADUR SINGH BOLA 19/10 UACC HARMONY

CO RAVI CHANDRA 21/10 LI ENDONG

CO VIKASH GODARA 15/10 PRINCESS MARY

CO VIKRAM AWASTHI 27/10 GUNESHLI

CO GAGAN DEEP BHULLAR 24/10 JUBILANT FUTURE

CO DEEPAK SHARMA 4/10 ALJALAA

CO SANTOSH KUMAR 22/10 AMORE MIO

CO SANTOSH KIRAN SERGADOM 29/10 SALAMINIA

2O SAMEER SANJEEV KHANDRE 3/10 KIKYO

2O WASIM AKHTAR 16/10 ARAGO

2O NIHAL NASAR UMMERKUTTYHAJINTAKATH 27/10 MARLIN AVENTURINE

2O ROHIT POKHARIYAL 29/10 THE SHERIFF

2O BABU PAREDATH JACOB 30/10 ALQADISIA

2O MAYANK SAXENA 1/10 UACC HARMONY

2O LOVEPREET SINGH GAHRA 5/10 AFRA OAK

2O SALIM JAVED ARKATE 7/10 MARLIN MILLENNIA

2O JASMEET SINGH 20/10 FS ENDEAVOR

2O HRISHIKESH KRISHNA DESHMUKH 22/10 FS DILIGENCE

2O RAHUL SAHU 26/10 AFRA LAUREL

2O AKHIL KESARWANI 1/10 CARTAGENA

2O ABHINAV RAJ G. V. KAKKIRIKKAN 6/10 AFRICAN JACANA

2O NAVRAJ SINGH SANDHU 8/10 SAMRAA ALKHALEEJ

2O MANDEEP SINGH 10/10 LR2 POSEIDON

3O SUDIPT DAS 16/10 EVER GOVERN

3O GIJO GEORGE 4/10 EVER GENIUS

3O ABBAS GANJUSHAKKAR P. HAMSA 25/10 MARLIN AMETHYST

3O TARUN SHARMA 20/10 HOUYOSHI EXPRESS II

3O ARSHDEEP SINGH 15/10 AEGEAN WAVE

3O ABHINAV PANCHAL 6/10 MAETIGA

3O HARISH HARIHARAPUTHRAN 20/10 AFRA LAUREL

3O ASHISH PUNDORA 23/10 YAMABUKI

CE IRAN LORENZO RENTEGRADO 3/10 ROYAL SAMURAI

NAME BIRTHDAY VESSEL NAME BIRTHDAY VESSEL

CE AWADHESH PRASAD 15/10 CRIMSON MONARCH

CE ASHISH KUMAR MISHRA 31/10 ATLANTIC GUARD

CE SANU PAUL VARGHESE 5/10 AFRAMAX RIVER

CE RAJIV RANJAN PRASAD 20/10 PRINCESS MARY

CE VIJAYAKUMAR SUKUMARAN NAIR 24/10 LR2 POSEIDON

CE CHERIAN CHANACHERIL THOMAS 3/10 THE BLACKSMITH

CE ROHIT KUMAR RAJVENSHI 7/10 PALANCA MAPUTO

CE RAJESH GUPTA P. K. KUNHIRAMAN 12/10 KANALA

CE NISHANT NAYANAM 20/10 NEW BREEZE

CE SIMON FERNANDES 28/10 AZERBAIJAN

CE MAHESH SARAVANAPERUMAL THIRUPPATHI 26/10 MARLIN AQUAMARINE

CE REJESH PADANNAPURATH 25/10 THE SHERIFF

CE SAMEER PUTHENPURAYIL SAINUL ABDEEN 31/10 UACC RAS TANURA

CE ABILASH MANI 15/10 CHEM HELEN

2E RANESH KUMAR RAVI 15/10 SAMRAA ALKHALEEJ

2E LERMO RIVERA PEPITO 17/10 GEMINI PIONEER

2E MEHULRAJ SHEKHARAN NADAR 24/10 ATLANTIC CROWN

2E NIRAJ KUMAR SINGH 15/10 JUBILANT FUTURE

2E MAZHAR HUSSAIN SHAIK 21/10 MARLIN MILLENNIA

2E RAHUL MEHTANI 6/10 CLAXTON BAY

2E JATINDER SINGH 13/10 AFRA LAUREL

2E ATISH MOHAN 3/10 EVER GOVERN

2E VISHAL SHARMA 12/10 LUBERSAC

3E BABBLU KUNDUMATTATHIL VALSON 16/10 MARLIN SANTIAGO

3E KANWALJIT SINGH 6/10 AFRA WILLOW

3E RAJESH NARAYAN ZINGADE 27/10 THE DEPUTY

3E GAGANDEEP SINGH 22/10 ZARIFA ALIYEVA

3E MOHANKUMAR GANGADHARAN 2/10 UACC CONSENSUS

3E ANKUR KUMAR 24/10 VELOS LEO

3E JAGJOT SINGH DEOL 24/10 ALPINE MYSTERY

3E STABIN MATHEW 24/10 EVER GOLDEN

4E ALOK KUMAR 1/10 VELOS AQUARIUS

4E CHAITANYA BURRALA 6/10 GANGA K

4E ANAND RAMESH KHADE 10/10 EVER GOVERN

4E AVISHEET SINGH 14/10 RED EAGLE

4E ADITYA RANJITKUMAR JHA 19/10 ALQADISIA

4E SAI DHANESH BHASKAR MALLAREDDY 20/10 CRIMSON KNIGHT

4E PRITHIVIRAJ BALASUBRAMANIAN 22/10 EVER GENTLE

4E MOHIT PRABHAKAR 30/10 UACC SHAMS

4E SHARAD VIJAY GUPTA 10/10 RENAUD

4E VIKAS CHAUHAN 27/10 PIONEER EXPRESS
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PUZZLES ANSWERS FOR ISSUE 173

SIMS Cadets Joining the Fleet as Officers

1. JO ANOOP THOMAS   AFRA OAK
2. JO DHIWAGAR MANIVANNAN  UACC HARMONY
3. JO AMAL RAJ    MARLIN MAGNETIC
4. 4E SARATH MULLAPPALLY  CLAXTON BAY
5. 4E JAGADISH PRASAD VASUPALLI  CRIMSON MAJESTY 

6. JE TUSHAR ADHIKARI   AFRA OAK
7. JE DANAYYA SHANTAYYA SWAMI  HIGH JUPITER
8. JE LOKESH MAHAJAN   BAKU
9. JE SATYAM TIWARI   MARLIN AMETHYST

NEW JOINERS

Adding to the growing number of cadets from SIMS Lonavala who join onboard ships managed by ESM as Officers, are the following:

1

8 9

2 3 4 5

6 7
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SUDOKU OBJECTIVE

The objective of the game is to fill all the blank 
squares in a game with the correct numbers. 
There are three very simple constraints to follow. 
In a 9 by 9 square Sudoku game:

• Every row of 9 numbers must include all 
digits 1 through 9 in any order 

•  
Every column of 9 numbers must include all 
digits 1 through 9 in any order

•  
Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9 by 9 square 
must include all digits 1 through 9

** All answers will be provided next issue.

PUZZLES
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Executive Incentive Awards for 
4th Quarter 2019

Executive 
Incentive Awards 
for Catering Crew: 
Best Cooks

Executive 
Incentive Awards 
for Catering Crew: 
Best General  
Stewards

VESSEL DECK SIDE ENGINE SIDE

Afra Oak
African Jacana
Alhani
Aljalaa
Alpine Mystery
Alqadisia 
Androklis
Arago
Ariake
Ariane Makara 
Aristodimos
Astrid
Velos Aquarius
Atlantic Canyon
Atlantic Crown
Atlantic Eagle
Atlantic Guard
Velos Leo
Azerbaijan
Azeri Gas
Baku
Bougainville 
Cartagena
Chem Helen
Claxton Bay
Crimson Knight
Crimson Majesty
Crimson Monarch
Eagle Express
FS Diligence 
FS Endeavor
Ganga
Gran Couva
-
Guneshli
High Jupiter
Houyoshi Express Ii
Joseph Wisdom
Kamome Victoria
Kanala
Kikyo
Kobai
Laperouse
LR1 Ambassador
LR1 Carrier
LR2 Eternity
LR2 Pioneer
LR2 Polaris 
LR2 Poseidon
Lubersac
Maea
Maetiga
Marex Express
Marex Noa 
Marlin Amber 
Marlin Amethyst
Marlin Apatite
Marlin Aquamarine
Marlin Aventurine
Marlin Azurite
Marlin Magic
Marlin Mythic
Marlin Magnetic
Marlin Majestic
Marlin Marvel
Marlin Mystery
Marlin Santiago
Marlin Suez
Marlin Millenia
Palanca Cadiz
Palanca Maputo
Palanca Miami
Palanca Singapore
Platytera
Princess Mary
Red Eagle 
Renaud
Salaminia
Santos
Spruce 2
St.Gertrud
Sumac
The Blacksmith
The Deputy 
The Diplomat
UACC Concensus
UACC Eagle
UACC Falcon
UACC Harmony
UACC Ras Laffan
UACC Ras Tanura
UACC Shams 
UACC Sila 
Victoire
Yamabuki 
Zarifa Aliyeva

Shubham
Pradeep Kumar Rana 
Bhavin Patel
Ashok Mulji Jungi
Akhilesh Kumar
Ramesh Sarakr Chauhan 
Jayantibhai Devji Bhai Tandel
Sandeep Kumar Pandey
Jomon Pulikkal Joy
Manoj Kumar Singh
Endra Kumar 
Narinder Singh
Amit Kumar Kashyap
Riyazuddin Kamruddin Shaikh 
Aditya Thakur
Senthilkumar Kannan
Gupta Rohit                       
Vinod Rathod
Sunil Kumar Tandel
Mishra Nagendra Kumar
Ramesh B. Tndel                                                                 
Shrikant Padmanabhuni
Jeetendra Singh
Mohammad Zaki Hussain   
Nitin Katoch 
Balan Antonymuthu
Shiv Sagar Pal     
Amit Kumar
Naveen Panwar 
Srinivasa Rao
Jitesh Adacholi  
Basudeb Majumder 
Gaurav Sharma                                        
-
Satyam Chintapilli
Vikrant Bhandari
Sandeep Kumar Yadav
Kamlesh Babu Jethva 
Sanjoy Das
Tandel Avinash Raviyabhai
Sushant Dhawan
Bhaidas Lala Solanki
Prakashkumar Patel
Haridoss Raman
Vineet Kumar 
Niteshkumar Babubhai Tandel
Rama Rao Ganagalla
Mani Shankar
Abhimunya Das
Tandel, Bhavikbhai Bhagubhai 
Ahetesham Uddin 
Parmod Kumar
Rajeev Kumar 
Rakesh Ranjan Kumar
Jayprakash Amrutlal Tandel
Pankaj Dhiman
Manish Martolia                         
Kumar Parandhaman
Ayush Sharma
Sarabjeet Shaw      
Fullbaria Chirag Kumar
Ahamed Kabeer Ibrahim
Rajesh Kumar
Yuvraj Mankotia
Amit Jaryal 
Dineshbhai Athembhai Tandel
Hasmukhlal Nathu Rajput                  
Raju Adala 
Issac Scaria  
Ashish Digambar Jadhav
Jaswinder  Singh  Rajput
Vipin Katoch                                                                       
Dilip Bhoumik
Nellayya Ambati
Umesh
Alkesh Patel
Kaushik Nikunj Pandya 
Esther Edison Xavier Villavaroyer 
Abhishek Kumar Singh 
Mohammad Zaki Hussain   
Jignesh Kumar Lalji
Divager Kumar
Pritam Singh
Ravi Chauhan
Sachin Chandrikaprasad Yadav
Manoj Kumar
Conston Quinton
Nayankumar Tandel
Harishbhai Durlabhbhai Tandel
-
Roshan Lal                                                          
Bamania  Kalpeshmanji 
Jeevan Sai Guntu                                         
Rudrabhan Pratap Singh
Gedela, Simhachalam
Jinal Kumar Sumanbhai Patel 

Ravi Kumar Shukdevji Mangela   
Rajareegam Ajis
Vinod Singh Kaintura
Manik Biswas
Santosh K Londhe 
Abhimanyu Singh
Haresh Devaliya 
Sandeep Kumar 
Mritunjay Kumar  
Manoj Kumar
Sanjeet Kumar Kumar Thakur
Raj Karan Nanda Yadav   
Naveen Kumar Vankka
Goutam Das
Tandel Vinitkumar Jagdishbhai    
Avnish Kumar Gyan Chauhan
Dilip Ramji Solanki
Athul
Richard Simon Dmello
Ajay Pandey
Solanki Dharmendra
Deepak Kumar Solanki 
Sukant Tiwari 
Tenka Jagadesh
Anand Chouhan
Vakil Bhagwan Chauhan 
Jibil Mattappillil Thomas   
Dhimmer Pragnesh
Raza Taushif
Subish Mothirappillil Suresh 
Chhote Lal Chauhan 
-
Vishnu Hiralal Sursay
Georgen Cleetus
Suyi Muni Prasad 
Pappoo Gupta
Karwasra Sandeep Kumar
Ranjith Kumar Koda
Arvinash Singh
Jagdishkumar Karsanbhai Tandel
Pradeep Yadav  
-
Rahul Jaiswal
Ansari Habib            
Vivek Chawarasiya 
Godwin Sellus
Nitesh Kayshap
Sandeep Kumar
Prashant Sharma 
Raju Kumar Ganagalla
Murali Dhararao Tule 
Pawan Kumar
Appanna Kuttum                                                                           
Dhruva Sadashiva Mendon                  
Manit Kumar Rana
-
Sadashiv Patil
Amuthan Machado Augustine Machado                                 
Dhirubhai Shukkerbhai Tandel
Shramik Shetty
Jitendra Singh
Tandel Mukeshkumar Karshanbhai
Apun Kumar
Devendra Bhise
Newton Fernando 
Ketankumar Chhanabhai Tandel                                                  
Arvind Kumar 
Navin Kumar                        
Ram Kripal Yadav
Alok Chandra Pandey 
Mazhar Ayyub Kondkari
Ajay Kumar Yadav
Krishna Kant Panday
Krishna Mohan Chouhan 
Umakant Pandurang Sawanth
Litto Wilfrad Tholath Vincent 
-
Jatin Patel   
Sukheesh Achiyath
Tenka Jagadesh
Mathan Kumar Raj    
Jagdishkumar Bhagwanji Tandel
Kumarjit Mondal
Vipindas Cheriyapurayil
Lalu Ram Yadav 
Tyagi Mahesh Kumar
Sajish Mattammal
Kharva Katan Shamji
Santosh Kumar Singh
Munna Prasad Chauhan
Sanjiv Kumar 
Kannadasan Govindaraja
Rakesh Singh
Biju Varghese 
Amresh Kumar Singh
Harishkumar Tandel 

1. Laxmi Narayana Tai  Bougainville 
2. Kuldeep Karan S. Rawat  LR1 Ambassador
3. Jiby Joseph   LR2 Eternity
4. Devendra Prasad LR2 Pioneer
5. Rakeshkumar G Tandel The Deputy
6. Anup Roy        Atlantic Canyon
7. Antony Dhas A. Sanojan Guneshli
8. Jaipal Singh   Kanala
9. Mukesh Kumar  Chem Helen
10. Raj Kishore Kamkar Palanca Miami

1. Maity Avijit  Afra Willow 
2. Prinshu Verma   Atlantic Canyon
3. Sagar Shashikant Lad  LR2 Eternity
4. Kirankumar T. Tandel    Palanca Maputo
5. Solanki Jaydip Kirti UACC Falcon
6. Mariano M. Costa   UACC Sila 
7. Rajeev Kumar Jayasawal Atlantic Eagle
8. Kingston Vivek Edward Li Endong
9. Essakimuthu M. S. Spruce 2
10. Devesh Madhukar Victoire

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES
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WINNING RECIPES

BAKED FISH

MOZZARELLA CHEESE BAKED CHICKEN TANDOORI

Ingredients:

• King Fish - 1 kg

• Red chilli powder - 2 tbsp

• Turmeric Powder - ½ tbsp

• Cumin Powder - ½ tbsp

• Black Pepper Powder - ½ tbsp

• Salt - to taste

• Egg - 1 nos

• Ginger Garlic Paste - 2 tbsp

• Lemon - 1 nos

Method:

1. Mix all dry spices with egg, ginger garlic paste 

and lemon juice.

2. Marinate fish with above spice paste for 1 hour 

in the fridge.

3. After 1 hour, remove from fridge and apply 

spice paste again on the surface of the fish.

4. Bake the fish in an oven at 350°C for 15 

minutes.

5. Serve and garnish with cabbage, carrot and 

sliced oranges.

Ingredients 

• Small whole chicken - 1 nos

• Ginger and garlic paste - 2 tbsp

• Lemon - 1 nos

• Chilli powder - 1 tsp

• Coriander powder - 1 tsp

• Cooking oil - 50 gms

• Vinegar - 5ml

• Corn flour - 2 tbsp

• Mozzarella cheese medium grated

• Schezwan sauce - 50 ml

• Tomato - 1 nos (for decoration)

• Onion - 1 nos (for decoration)

• Egg - 1 nos

• Curd  - 100 gms

Method:

1. Begin with whipping 1 egg and 100 gms of curd to make a thick paste.

2. Apply the above prepared paste on the skinned and cleaned up chicken. It is 

recommended to put a couple of incisions on the chicken in order to let the 

spices sink in. 

3. Stuff mozzarella cheese inside the chicken.

4. After completing above steps, place chicken inside a pre-heated oven at 200°C 

and let it roast for a maximum of 25 minutes.

5. After 25 minutes have elapsed, chicken can be taken out from oven and final 

touches of decoration can be placed for a mouth-watering view. 
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ESM NEWS

ESM NEW TAKEOVER

New takeovers for the month of September 2019

Executive Ship Management in September took over three 
vessels, Toledo Triumph, Chola Virtue and Glorious Kauri 
successfully. Container vessel Toledo Triumph was taken 
over on September 23, 2019 from Colombo, Sri Lanka. Bulk 
carriers Chola Virtue and Glorious Kauri were successfully 
taken over on September 24 and 25, 2019, at Da Lian and 
Zhoushan respectively in China. 

ESM would like to extend our heartiest congratulations and best wishes for 
safe sailing to the crew of all the vessels. 

Bon voyage to the Toledo Triumph crew under the leadership of Captain 
Ashwani Kumar Paliwal, CO Sanjiv Rai, CE Roshan Tirkey, 2E Sankar 
Govindasamy Rajagopal. 

Bon voyage to the Chola Virtue crew under the leadership of Captain Rajesh 
Kumar Sakhuja, CO Manmeet Pal Singh Brar, CE Debmalya Ghosh Dastidar, 
2E Pramod Thanaram Chowdhary. 

Bon voyage to the Glorious Kauri crew under the leadership of Captain 
Arvind Birendra Chopra, CO Sarabjit Singh Chambyal, CE Mallikarjuna 
Yalangi Null, 2E Mukesh Saravanamuthu.

Fire safety, seafarer mental health addressed at Loss 
Prevention seminar  

According to official statistics and data compiled, 86% of fire 
and explosion incidences onboard vessels occur in the Engine 
Room. The remaining 14% are found at other locations. A class 
survey conducted found the main reason for machinery space 
fires were due to lapses in cleanliness and maintenance of 
machinery in the Engine Room as well as fire detection and 
maintenance systems. 

Masters are advised to ensure compliance with Planned Maintenance 
Systems for Engine Rooms and fire detection and extinguishing systems. In 
addition, to ensure the human element is prepared for emergencies through 
raising safety awareness, regular and time-based drill exercises. 

The following information was provided by a seminar held by Gard P&I on 
12th September 2019 for maritime industry professionals. The seminar also 
addressed the importance of seafarer mental health. Based on this, crew 
were advised to look out for unusual behaviours such as withdrawn or sad 
behavior, burnout and decreased productivity. They were also encouraged 
to practice psychological first aid, via looking out for signs, listening and 
empathizing with one another.

Captain Vinod Dubey, Manager, HSEQA represented ESM at the industry 
event. It was a great opportunity for ESM to participate in an informative 
and prominent maritime discussion. 
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